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       Japan, under the recession more than two decades, conditions of regional area is becoming more serious, 
and the Japanese government has been trying to transform its economic structure to be more knowledge-intensive 
as parts of provisions. 
       Since 2010, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) is implementing new policy, which is to 
increase sales of Japanese products/services in global market.  The policy is named “Cool Japan Initiative”, since 
targeting products are creative, such as animation, fashion and traditional craftwork, those are relatively design-
oriented and knowledge-intensive industry.  In line with the policy, government provided budget to support 
promotional activities for Cool Japan goods/services, private sector was encouraged to apply for fund and approved 
projects are mostly implemented in overseas to explore market.   Through experiences in funding several projects, 
the government has established Cool Japan fund Inc. in late 2013, which is to expand their support from funding-
base to investment-base, as of 2015, more than 30.6 billion yen is invested in 13 projects, and it is to be the moment 
in reviewing its economic impact, especially in the regional economy. 
       Earlier than that, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLIT) launched “Visit Japan 
Campaign” in 2003, which is aiming to increase visitor, also projecting more to regions.  As results, Japan has 
succeeded to increase visitor from 5.2 million (2003) to 19.7 million (2015), and feasible to confirm what has 
brought to regions. 
       In this paper, impact to regional economy by Cool Japan and Visit Japan are discussed.  As methodologies, 
regional data and project related data are used and 1. Benefit to regional economy and 2. connectivity of two 
projects are analyzed. 
       As results, increasing in visitor are significant in regions, but promotion by Cool Japan is not always 
positive to attract regions, which means regions are attractive enough in receiving visitor but less capacity in 
appealing goods in global market. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
       It is necessary for developed countries to find their path for continuous growth after having 
the period for labor-intensive and capital-intensive industrialization, since those functions are 
transferred to middle-income and low-income countries in accordance with global production 
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network.  In this point of view, Japan also meets to the moment in transforming economic activities, 
in addition to improvement in productivities under labor shortage, ways to develop knowledge, 
technology, intellectual-intensive industries have been discussed since early 1990, it was when 
“bubble economy” collapsed.  After the period, Japan have been continuously seeking for recovery 
more than two decades, and it seems that the government is finally setting strategy to realize economic 
revival by the introduction of creative industry development, namely “Cool Japan Initiative”, which 
is a mixture of export promotion to sale more creative goods such as Arts Animation, Traditional 
crafts, and tourism promotion to attract more foreign visitors. 
       Creative industry is defined as industry that is based on cultural background, historical 
knowledge and design input for value-added, which is expected to remark significant productivity 
compare to other industrial sectors.  For example, few creative professionals will outcome valuable 
contents, and it will be wrapped up in digital media and easily distributed to millions of customers 
with fewer cost, which does not require neither larger human resource input as light industry, nor 
larger capital investment as heavy industry.  It was early 1990s when movement to encourage 
creative industry has started in United Kingdom as “Cool Britannia”, and other developed countries 
followed up to realize knowledge-driven economies, in recent period, even developing countries are 
trying to develop it by its characteristics and merit to be a new growth engine. 3 
       As in United Nations (2013), there are several classifications for creative industries, Table 1 
is listing three models as examples, all cases involve both hardware and software industries and 
produced goods are both tangible and intangible.  Those classifications involve industrial sectors 
usually categorized as light industry or service industry, definition of creative industry is still 
uncertain, because it is not directly consisted of cultural assets or design.  In this point of view, 
Concentric Cycle Model by UN is useful to categorize industrial types.  The model is formed with 
four groups and ordered according to the dependence on creative resource.  “Core cultural 
expression” group consist of central part of the model, it involves Literature, Music, performing arts 
and Visual arts.  Then “Other core creative industries” group is positioning next, those are Film, 
Museum, Galleries, Libraries and Photography.  Thirdly, “Wider cultural industries” group is put in 
the next, Heritage services, Publishing and print media, Television and radio, sound recording and 
Video and computer games are categorized in the group.  “Related industries” group compose outer 
link of the model, Advertising, Architecture, Design and Fashion are parts of it.  This elevation 
model will help us to figure out components of creative industry. 
       Merits of creative industry should be emphasized, there are possibilities that creative industry 
development can cope with SME development and regional development.  It is common 
understandings that design-related firms are relatively small.  Design office is often operated by 
single designer, and cultural craft workshop is mainly operated as family business, thus, creative 
industry policy does not always give advantage to large firms.  Some creative industries are based 
on traditional sector, cultural contents and knowledge, or sightseeing spots, those are located in 
regional areas.  Consequently, attraction of creative industry is potential for regional area where 
SMEs and cultural assets are agglomerating. 
       As far tourism promotion, “Visit Japan Campaign” was launched in 2003, it is earlier than 
cool Japan initiative, and getting good results, two policies has been critical pillars in the long term 
strategy for Japan.  In 2000s, the government has realized that number of visitor and tourism revenue 
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is not appropriate although tourism spots and cultural assets are significantly available and those are 
highly appreciated among foreigners visited Japan. 
       In response to the fact about Japan’s loosing opportunities in tourism, government launched 
comprehensive provision both promotion activities in overseas and investment in infrastructure to 
attract foreign visitors.  It has resulted to attract more inbound, increased in 19.7 million in 2015 
from 5.2 million in 2003.  On the other hand, it is questionable that benefit and related outcome 
brought by increasing tourist are widely spread to regions.  Because it is said that foreign visitor is 
basically agglomerated to selected tourism cities like Tokyo, Kyoto and Osaka, it can be feasible how 
recent tourism development is coping with regional development and promotion of local products, 
which is one of policy agendas for visit Japan Campaign. 
 

Table 1. Classification of Creative Industry

DCMS (UK) Model
UNESCO Institute for Statistics
Model WA (AUS) model

Advertising Core cultural domains Music and performing Arts
Architecture Museums, galleries, libraries Film, TV and Radio
Art and antiques market Crafts Performing arts Advertising services
Design Festivals Software and IMM
Fashion Visual arts, crafts Publishing
Film and video Design Architecture
Music Publishing Visual arts and design
Performing arts Television, radio
Publishing Film and video
Software Photography
Television and radio Interactive media 
Video and computer games 

Expanded cultural domains 
Musical instrument
Sound equipment 
Architecture
Advertising 
Printing equipment
Software
Audiovisual hardware 

Source: UN (2013) p.22 and City of Perth (2007) p.8

 
 
       Considering ongoing situations mentioned above, this paper is going to confirm what has 
brought to regional economy as a consequence of two policies mentioned above, since the importance 
of regional development through expansions of creative industry is also emphasized as purposes of 
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policies. 
       This paper is hereinafter consisted of 4 sections.  In the following section, two policies for 
creative industry development is reviewed and discussed, then relation between policies and regional 
economy is confirmed in section 3.  And in section 4, analytical method is applied to confirm effects 
by the policies.  Findings are summarized in the final chapter. 
 
 

2. Policy implementation by the government 
 
       In this section, two policies are explained, those are Cool Japan Policy and Visit Japan 
Campaign, highlighted in this study and framework of Cool Japan Fund, playing a main part of Cool 
Japan, is also explained. 
 

2.1. Cool Japan Initiative 
 
       Previous researches such as Aizawa et al. (2009) and Tanaka (2009), often indicate that it is 
a start of discussion when “Japan’s Gross National Cool” was published by Douglas McGray in 2002, 
in response to that, Japanese government has increased argument for necessary policy and regime in 
promoting creative industry.  McGray (2002) explained the growth and maturity of Japanese pop 
culture centralizing Animation and Cartoon, which can be strategic export goods, its acceptance in 
the US market was also explained.  Increasing Japanese pop culture consumption was also 
confirmed by Aizawa, et al. (2009), it was observation survey on book selection in public libraries 
and bookstores, and number of participants in specialized exhibitions. 
       Japanese government was encouraged by facts that Japanese cultural contents are nicely 
received in foreign countries in addition to manufacturing productions, they began to think seriously 
about supporting those by the introduction of new industrial policy.  To build up policies, they have 
reconfirmed two crucial reasons why creative industry is not positively exported and not matured in 
commercial level despite its potentials.  One reason is that domestic market is large enough for firms 
to be sustainable, industries need not to take risks by exploring offshore market. The other reason is 
derived from their business size, SMEs are meeting obstacle to get funded and spare human resource 
for expanding foreign market.  But, considering population decline, aging and increased 
competitiveness in heavy industry, government had to take initiative to promote creative industry and 
believed that can reform economic activities more knowledge intensive.  It should be also noted that 
successful cases in developed countries affect Japanese decision, especially presence of Korean 
contents, such as TV drama and K-pop, have been threats for them. 
       It was in 2010, when specialized division for creative industry was established under the 
Commerce and Information Office, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), called-after 
Creative Industry Division.  The division has been taking a lead on creative industry development 
and about 12 projects in 3 phases are implemented as in Figure 1.  Those projects are divided into 3 
phase according to their 3-step approach, and projected to impact as elevational process, but all 
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projects and phases are simultaneously proceeded.  
 

Figure 1. Projects of Visit Japan
Source: METI, Japan

Phase 1. Japan Boom Overseas

Phase 2. Business Development Oberseas

Phase 3. Consumption in Japan

1. Japan localization and promotion
2. Disseminating the attractiveness of Japan to the world
3. Developing an application to promote information about sake
3. PR at Expo Milano 2015

1. The wonder 500
2. Nippon quest
3. Maching between corporations
4. World trial project
5. Test marketing project
6. Cool Japan Fund

1. Visit Japan campain
2. More than project

 
 
       In phase 1, improvement of recognition of Japanese goods are tried to strengthen, 
government will support private sector to develop offshore market.  For example, Japan Localization 
and Promotion Project (J-LOP) is funding budget for firms in localizing TV program, Music, Game, 
Publication and Character, which is expected to accelerate expansion of soft contents.  In addition 
to cover localization cost, granted fund can be used for activities for contents promotion, engaging 
influencer to contents event implemented in Japan is even supported.  J-LOP was launched in 2013 
and 3800 projects are supported in the first two years, METI allocates annually about 6 billion yen. 
       In phase 2, expansion of oversea business is anticipated under the environment with 
increasing presence in Japanese contents.  Projects are mainly budgeting private firms which have 
willingness to expand oversea market, test marketing activity is also funded to minimize risks. 
       Among them, The Wonder 500 is a project that government will figure out potential of local 
unknown goods but feasible to be valued.4  In the project, around 30 experts in global marketing 
were dispatched to each regions and 500 goods and services are selected in 2015.  Now, those are 
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listed in the official web page and unfailing attractiveness of Japan is appealed.  This is a good 
opportunity for SMEs and regional firms to pay attention, but 500 goods are not equally selected from 
47 prefectures, the results explain regional differentials in soft power. 
       In phase 3, attraction of foreign visitor is expected as backend of strategy, Japanese 
government projects that increased visibility of Japanese contents through oversea expansion will 
raise interests in their country and bring about more visitors to Japan, beneficial to tourism industry 
and domestic consumption.  More Than Project provides SMEs an opportunity to meet product 
manager or designer, who are knowledgeable in foreign market and participate new product 
development in SMEs.  It is usually pointed that weak point of SMEs is difficulty to allocate their 
resources for product development and design, their distinguished technologies are not value-added 
as final products.  This project complements the weakness of SMEs and 13 projects are selected in 
2015, combinations between technologies and ideas are expected to show us surprising results.  
Such an effort is considered to be necessary for continuous tourism, especially for sustainable 
consumption by repeaters and frequent visitors.5  In phase 3, Cool Japan Initiative has been linked 
to Visit Japan Campaign, which will be discussed later. 
       Reviewing historical background at the end of this chapter, METI has been handling national 
design policy since 1950s as well as other nations, it has led to the launch of cool Japan in present.  
In the beginning, it has started up as METI’s provisions against accusations from other countries that 
product design of Japanese exported products were imitation of their domestic products. 6  In 1957, 
government began to certify excellent product design by G Mark system, which has functioned to 
motivate designers and firms in improving design skill to obtain it, since G Mark put on their products 
brought good brand image and contributed to sales increase. 7   On the other hand, Export 
Commodities Design Act was established in the next year, all design and trademark for export goods 
were required to register, which has contributed in reducing imitation products export.  After all, 
METI’s effort to promote design has been continuous, it can be said that presence of creative industry, 
chosen to be a strategic industry today, is derived from METI’s 50 years’ effort in growing design 
capability.  This historical backgrounds clarify that Japan did not have a creative capability it the 
beginning, but has driven and incubated by policy initiative, which will encourage developing 
countries introducing design policy for industrial development. 
 
 

2.2. Cool Japan Fund Inc. 
 
       As listed in Phase 2, Figure 1, establishment of Cool Japan Fund is one of provisions by the 
Japanese government, it is extraordinary action that specialized agency was founded to promote 
creative industry.  It is recently becoming common for Japan to handle government-private fund, 
since there are 13 funds operated today.  But 11 of those were newly launched after 2013 under the 
Abe cabinet, which means, those are parts of provision to continuous recession.  It is notable that 
Cool Japan Fund is consisting one of those, and aimed to contribute in recovery. 
       Both private and public investment consist the fund, it is said to be good that knowledge 
from private sector could improve decision making in projects, such input cannot be inefficient like 
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other public projects.  Unfortunately, private sector is investing only 54.3 million Yen out of 696.7 
million Yen, it is still taking time to generalize in Japan. 
      Cool Japan Fund is established in November 2013, for the duration of 20 years, which is to 
support creative industry promotion mostly in overseas.8  Rather than domestic project, funds are 
basically limited to use in export promotion and oversea expansion.  They are handling 52 billion 
Yen fund, as of late 2015, more than 30.6 billion Yen is invested in 13 projects by Cool Japan fund, 
most of projects are proposed by large firms, SMEs projects are hardly selected.  According to 
Kawamura (2016), There seems to be a potential to fund smaller project by smaller body, budget 
constraint, one of crucial restrictions for SME’s oversea expansion, can be covered by the fund.  And 
more, such a fund support is defined as investment and it is different from project budgeting, SMEs 
could obtain business consultation and possible preferential support in visiting countries. 
 
 

2.3. Visit Japan Campaign 
       In this section, we are going to reconfirm framework of Visit Japan Campaign.  This policy 
has launched in 2003, as part of grand design policy, namely Global Tourism Policy in 2002, it was 
when Koizumi cabinet has launched economic revival plan based on public finance and structural 
reform.  In the plan, inbound tourism was selected as one of crucial sectors to strengthen, in response 
to that, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation (MLIT) provided Global Tourism Policy.9 
       Framework of campaign is summarized in Figure 3, those project is mainly handled by Japan 
National Tourism Organization (JNTO), under umbrella of MLIT.  To increase accessibility, they 
have deregulated tourism visa criteria.  Japanese government limited Chinese visitor by period of 
stay, occupation and income, those criteria has been decreased since 2005.  It has effected to increase 
Chinese visitors from 0.4 million (2003) to 4.9 million (2015) in combination with promotion in the 
same time.  In 2013 and 14, as targeting emerging economy, middle income and low income 
countries in Asian regions was exempted to obtain for short stay, single entry tourism visa, it has 
helped promotion activities easier and more appealing. 
       Despite that this is one of Japanese government policies, it is unique that they have put 
limited focus for the purpose, key markets to attract were selected according to past performance and 
future potentials by country unit.  JNTO describes different promotion strategy and target consumer 
country by country, making different approach seems to be suitable and resulting well.  For example, 
visitor from Thailand, Vietnam, Italy and Spain has grown average 24.92%, 23.29% and 11.91% and 
19.12% from 2003 to 2015, those are newly explored markets in this campaign.  It has started to 
select 5 countries historically sending many tourists, and number of targeting countries are gradually 
added, which reached to 20 countries in 2015. 
       It is very common to improve visibility through miscommunication and to have promotional 
event in oversea exhibition, which is allocated most significant amount.  JNTO is currently holding 
14 subsidiaries located crucial cities, those are supporting government, local government and private 
sector to make effective appeal.  Over sectionalism, JNTO is taking core role to realize co-workings 
of government agency and public-private collaborations. 
       In addition to typical provisions above, government improved domestic infrastructure in 
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order to receive foreign visitor more than ever.  In Japan, urban infrastructure such as information 
board, route map, ticket vending machine, was not convenient to non-native, and multilingual support 
is currently introduced.  In sightseeing spots, explanation boards and brochures are improved, 
English, Chinese and Korean version has been added in stages. 
 

Figure 3. Projects of Visit Japan
Source: Japan Tourism Agency, MLIT, Japan

Focusing on key national markets

Recipient environment

Deregulation and exemption of tourism VISA

2003: selected Korea, Taiwan, USA, China, Hong Kong (total 5)
2004: added UK, Germany, France (total 8)
2005: added Thai, Singapore, Australia, Canada (total 12) 
2010: added Malaysia, India, Russia (total 15)
2012: added Indonesia, Philippine, Vietnam (total 18)
2015: added Italy, Spain (total 20)

2005, 09, 10, 11, 12, 15 to China
2013 to Thai, Malaysia, Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos
2014 to Indonesia, Philippine, Vietnam, India, Bangladesh

1. Multinational language
2. Historical asset management
3. Human resource development
4. Information provision

Inbound promotion

1. Advertisement
2. Exhibition
3. Invitation of media
4. Invitation of travel agency
5. Collaboration with private

sector
6. Collaboration with local

government

 
 
       Necessary human resource for guiding and entertaining traveler is insufficient, budget is also 
allocated for professional incubation.  In 2002 to 2005, they have tried to figure out about 
distinguished person in tourism industry, and about 100 persons from each prefectures are selected 
and named as “Charismatic leader in Tourism”.  Their experiences and knowledges have 
accumulated for database, projected to expand through seminar and workshop for additional human 
resource. 
       As results of JNTO’s effort over 13 years, foreign visitor has remarkably increased from 5.2 
million in 2003 to 19.7 million in 2015. (Figure 4)  In addition to famous tourism city such as Tokyo, 
Kyoto, Hokkaido, number of visitor has increased whole country level, it can be reconfirmed that 
tourism Visit Japan Campaign is effective even in regional areas.  In prefectural level, regional areas 
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unknown to foreigner has developed, from 2003 to 2015, enormous growth has confirmed in Akita 
(50.24%), Shimane (64.28%), Kagawa (57.32%) and Miyazaki (76.76%). 
 

Figure 4. Number of Foreign Visitor to Japan
Source: JNTO
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4. Analyses and Results 
 
       In this section, effects of Cool Japan and Visit Japan to the regional economy is reconfirmed 
through statistical analyses. 
       Disclosed information on Cool Japan Initiative is limited and period of projects are short, it 
was difficult of contain those, the analyses has started to confirm results of Visit Japan Campaign.  
As indicated in the last chapter, inbound has been continuously growing since 2003, and it has found 
in every region.  On the other hand, economic impact is showing contrast, Figure 5 is telling 
differential in consumption per tourist by region.  Kanto region and Kansai region, where involve 
urban areas and famous tourism spot such as Tokyo, Yokohama, Kyoto, Osaka, are earning more than 
60,000 Yen per tourist in average 2011-2015.  But Tohoku, Tokai, Chuugoku, Shikoku and Kyuushu 
are just earning around 50,000 Yen or less.  Even though, those regional areas involve prefectures 
remarkably increased visitors, consumption level is still lower than urban areas.  Oppositely, 
Hokkaido and Hokuriku was exceptional, which is due to attractiveness as tourism spot.  Hokkaido 
is succeeding to receive tourist all seasons, appreciated its cooler weather and magnificent nature in 
Summer, and vast ski resort with power snow in Winter.  They are receiving 177 million visitors in 
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2015, second largest next to Tokyo.  Sapporo airport is now receiving more international direct flight, 
such international transportation fee is also included in consumption amount.  About Hokuriku, new 
bullet train named “Hokuriku Shinkansen” was introduced in 2015, which connects Tokyo and 
Kanazawa (Capital city of Ishikawa) in 2.5 Hours.  There is a possibility that expectation to new 
tourism spot accessible easier from Tokyo has increased presence of Hokuriku region, those have 
succeeded to receive new visitor before 2015.  It is also notable that Niigata prefecture, one of 
Hokuriku region, is also known for winter sports, similar to Hokkaido, receiving tourist in every 
season is possibly strength for tourism industry. 
 

Figure 5. Tourism consumption by region
Source: JNTO
Note: Osaka, Fukuoka, Fukui is excluded due to data unavailable.
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       In the next step, variables to control per capita tourism consumption (Per tourist C) is tried 
to figure out, it was not significant very much, but it is telling that number of visitor (Vis) and number 
of tourism spot (Tspt) is influencing consumption, as Equation 1. 
       And tourism spot is more contributing than visitor, regional areas are required to develop 
more tourism spot for better revenue from visitors.  Comparing that Hokkaido is holding 810 spots 
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in 2015, Chuugoku (219), Shikoku (171) and Kyuushu (218) seems to be insufficient numbers.10  
Contribution of number of visitor support exceptional case of Hokkaido and Hokuriku region, it can 
be understood that more visitor cause increase in consumption choice in food and goods, and slightly 
occurring inflation in accommodations. 
 

 
                               (8.96)      (2.05)       (1.45) 
 

 
 
       In the last, relation between number of visitor by prefecture and Cool Japan Initiative is tried 
to explain.  Figure 6 is correlations between Wonder 500 selected goods and visitor by prefectures.  
This result is not really significant again, but suggesting possibility that promotion of creative industry 
increase attractiveness and lead to increase in visitors.  In this sense, collaboration between Cool 
Japan Initiative and Visit Japan Campaign is effective as government descries. 
 

Figure 6. Creative industry and visitor, by prefecture
Source: JNTO
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5. Conclusion 
 
       In this paper, Japanese ongoing projects, Cool Japan Initiative and Visit Japan Campaign 
were reviewed and tried to describe its impact to regional economy.  This study contributed in 
introducing two policies, but due to lack of time series and unavailability of detailed information, 
significant model has not been confirmed, results found several implications that creative industry 
development could increase potential in regions and it can attract more tourists. 
       On the other hand, it is necessary to develop more contents such as tourism spot and creative 
industry goods to improve earnings from tourists. 
       In the further study and project, detailed analyses should be projected to reconfirm regional 
economic impact.  If projects will be continuous and longer time series data can be observed, 
significance of model can be adjusted by the introduction of panel data analyses  
 
 

1 This paper is partially consisting research output supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 
26350017, titled ‘Development of Incubation Program for Industrial Design Human Resource in 
Thailand’. 
2 Contact to: kurokawa@tcue.ac.jp, m.kurokawa@murdoch.edu.au 
3 It is said that Howkins (2010) has firstly introduced and defined creative industry. 
4 Selected 500 products and services are listed in <https://thewonder500.com> and promoted to 
foreign consumers, also taking a role of attracting foreign visitor in regions. 
5 More than Project used to be categorized in Phase 2 until 2015.  But new products by the project 
is now considered to be an attraction for visitor rather than expert, project is settled in Phase 3. 
6 Historical transition of design policy is summarized in line with METI webpage information, as in   
<www.meti.go.jp/ policy/mono_info_service/mono/human-design/policy1.html>. 
7 G Mark system is a design evaluation and commendation system, selected products are allowed to 
display G Mark on the products, which is a government credibility and marketing activities are 
strengthened.  It is currently privatized and operated by Japan Institute of Design Promotion (JDP).  
<www.g-mark.org> 
8 <www.cj-fund.co.jp/about> 
9 In January 2003, Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi has set target to achieve 10 million oversea visitors by 2010, 
when it was 5.2 million. <www.jnto.go.jp> 
10 Number of tourism spot is changeable every year, and average from 2010 to 2015 is compared 
here. 
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